Got an animal proble m

let's flowchart it?

Animal

Where does this particular challenge
fall?

Behavioral

Health
Training

Is this
seasonal?
One existing
behavior

A new bx
yes

no

All behaviors

Is
everyone
having the
same
challenge?

Make sure your
approximations
are small
enough, try
smaller approx
for 1 week

Has it
happened
before?

Is it an acute or
chronic problem?

Is
everyone
having the
same
challenge?

Acute

Chronic

yes
no

What was
done last time
this
occurred?
Bring your
ﬁndings to a
team
meeting.

yes

Does the animal
have the ability
to perform the
bx without pain?

no

Is there a
seasonal
component?

no

yes,
YAY!

Does it affect
the health or
welfare of the
animal(s)?

yes
no

Are there past
consequences
associated with
this behavior that
would decrease
motivation?

no

yes

ﬁnd a way to
make the bx
easier to
perform and
discuss in team
meeting

Does it
affect the
guests?

Track your trust
account and
work to rebuild
for 1 week then
revisit behavior

yes,
YAY!

yes

no
Does it affect

What was
done last
time this
occurred?
Bring your
ﬁndings to
a team
meeting
and discuss
next steps

no

the team?

no

Are there
consistency
issues at
play?

Did this solve
the problem?

Continue
to monitor

yes

Can you add a
secondary
reinforcer

no

no
Email curator
team and put in
meeting notes to
discuss plan of
action, you are
now the owner
of the process to
ensure it's
completed.

Bring list of ways
to increase
positive
association with
the behavior and
bring to team
meeting

yes,
YAY!

yes
Can we accept this
behavior criteria in
order to work the
animal at a higher
weight?

Make a list of
possible
additions and
bring to team
meeting
yes

Continue
to monitor

Take concerns
and records of
change to team
meeting to
discuss.

no

complete a
consistency
audit and discuss
in team meeting

Go back to
kindergarten
and re-work
the behavior
focusing on
primary
distribution
and positive
experiences

Try to get a
picture of video
of the issue to
take to curatorial
team, or a
second opinion,
make a note in
the records and
decide as a team
how to proceed

Has something
changed,
worsened, or
improved?

yes

work on building
conﬁdence in an
area where
those inﬂuences
aren't present
for 1 week

yes

no

Are there
environmental
inﬂuences that
would affect the
animals willingness
or ability to
perform?

Has the
behavior
completely
broken
down?

Is the team and
management
aware of the
problem?

no

Call the
veterinarian
immediately and
notify a manager

Did this solve
the problem?

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

Does the animal
need immediate
medical attention?

no

yes

Did this solve
the
problem?

no

develop goal weigh and plan
for diet change/monitoring

In addition to following this
ﬂow chart ask yourself the
following questions:
1) Is this the hill I want to die
on? Is this a battle worth
ﬁghting? Is it as big of a deal as
it feels like it is right now?
2) Can I bring multiple
solutions when I bring this up?
Are they reasonable
solutions?

no

